Making Quality Connections

Quality Connections –

By Craig B. Toedtman SPHR

As a Job Seeker, you have entered the world of sales - and the
sooner you admit that, the better off you’ll be. If a role in sales
has not been a part of your experience, you could be faced with
the challenge of a major paradigm shift. The “sales mentality” is
not for everyone – making calls, meeting people, attending
meetings and conferences and small group discussions are not
easy for some people. And handling rejection? – does one ever
get good at that?
That is the world you are now in (or entering). Your product
(“YOU”) is your number one priority. And, who other than you can
sell you best? No one! The successful marketer develops a clear
plan and executes with energy and determination.
Once your product (“YOU”) is clearly defined and packaged with a
good resume and introduction letter, you are ready to begin the
process of finding people who could lead you to your next
position.
In my role as an executive search consultant, I receive countless
requests for assistance. These are unsolicited…and could almost
be considered spam, as there is no voice or face to the
correspondence. I simply do not know them – but I do know this
about them:
1. What they’ve told me in their resume.
2. They are seeking a new position and want me to do something
about it.
3. They don’t know the most important thing about how to find a new
position.
What is that “most important thing about finding a new position?”
Know the person with whom you are trying to communicate.
Give that person a call…use that elevator speech to see if you can
get an audience. Write to a person only after you have connected
personally.
There are those that think blasting a resume to innumerable
sources is an effective means of locating that “right” position for
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Summary

1

o

Personalized

o

Not just an email – a
conversation

o

You’ve spoken prior to
sending the resume

Making Connections –
o

Use your network;
prospect for names

o

Make the calls

7 to 10% of your calls will result in a
telephone conversation.
7 to 10% of your telephone
conversations will end up with an
interview.
It is likely that 7 to 10% of your
interviews will end up with an offer.
You do the math!

you. While one could boast about the number of resumes
distributed, it is highly questionable that this process will help you
land your next position successfully. The personal touch starts
with making quality connections – beginning with that oftendreaded cold call.
Cold calls are difficult…and not always immediately productive. A
sales person typically lands a conversation 7 to10% of the time.
That means 7 to 10 calls yield 1 conversation…Following this, the
sales person turns a conversation into an order 7 to 10 % for each
successful conversation, which means 200 calls to make 1 order!
To be perfectly blunt, what this could mean for a job seeker is:
200 calls – 14 discussions – 1 order (interview)
500 calls – 35 discussions – 2 orders (interview)
1000 calls – 70 discussions – 5 orders (interview)
200 calls for 1 interview…and the statistics could be similar when
converting an interview to a new position. If 7 to 10% of the time
is the norm, it could very well take 14 interviews to land one offer.
That converts to an amazing number of phone calls, needless to
say. These numbers are not presented to discourage you…They
are presented to encourage you.
Planning and organizing are critical. The first time I was totally
dependent upon my sales ability, I sought my comfort level –
finding names…easy…but, calling them…forget it. So, I created a
discipline for myself. Mornings are best for me…9 – 11 prime time
for my productivity. So, I put on my headset and made my calls
between 9 and 11 every day. Every day…Averaging 50 to 100
per day. And, to this day, if my sales are suffering, I can usually
attribute it to the fact that my “marketing time” has been sacrificed.
Your job search is all about connections…quality connections –
finding names, calling names, and developing relationships with a
real person. Don’t let the ease of e-mail get in the way of your
number one task: making connections…quality connections.

RDC Hiring Edge – your ticket to launch a successful job search
that can be implemented quickly and efficiently. Our flexible
services provide powerful tools that can be used to quickly create
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and implement your personal campaign. We invite you to explore
our services and pick the package that best suits your needs.
Call RDC Hiring Edge now – 267.464.0188 – to invest in the
brand called you.
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